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This Action is one of eight in the report, “Together We Can: 8 
Habit changes for below 2°C”, where all references and the 
disclaimer can be found. We recommend you read the full report 
to see how you can make a bigger impact. 
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Aviation = 2.4% of Global CO2 emissions in 2018

Source: CWR, ICCT Working Paper (2018) “CO2 emissions from
commercial aviation”
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Action 2: Fly less

Why we chose this...
•

•

•
•

If international aviation were a country, it would be among the Top Ten GHG emitting nations in the world.94

COVID-19 has had a marked impact on flying globally (see box in following pages). Returning to ‘business-as-usual’ 
once flight restrictions ease must be avoided. Before the pandemic, the idea of flying less was already becoming 
popular across Europe, led by Sweden which invented the term flygskam (“flight shame”).96 Swiss bank UBS has 
estimated that this trend could halve projected growth in air traffic.97

Our individual flight choices matter and can help slow down aviation emissions.

International aviation is not included in the Paris Agreement on Climate Change adopted in 2015 but domestic flights are.95

Aviation emissions are set to triple by 2050 (see chart below right) so flying less and flying sustainably is urgently required.

… and could triple in the next three decades

Source: The Guardian “How your flight emits as much CO2 as many people 
do in a year” by Niko Kommenda, Jul 2019, IEA, Lee (2019) based on
Fleming & Ziegler (2016)

Unit: MtCO2e
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OUR FLIGHT CHOICES MATTER – THE EMISSIONS BEHIND OUR FLIGHTS 

Source: CWR, Guardian’s emissions calculator, flight-time calculator, US EPA greenhouse gas equivalencies calculator, google maps
Note: Short, medium & long-haul distances are within the specified ranges as per the atmosfair report 2018 
* Refers to return flight
** Assumes average passenger car run on petrol; car occupancy = 1
© CWR, 2022 all rights reserved
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2. Switch one long-haul flight (more than 3,800km) to a medium-haul flight (between 800- 3,800km) 
    per year.

New flying habits...

So, what can we do? We look at three actions that can have a big climate impact. We chose these because there is 
sufficient existing research on their impacts, and we believe they are relatively achievable.

GHG EMISSIONS SAVED FROM CUTTING ONE SHORT-HAUL FLIGHT

Source: CWR, Guardian’s emissions calculator, flight-time calculator
Note: Short, medium & long-haul distances are within the specified ranges as per the atmosfair report 2018 
* Refers to return flight
** Assumes average passenger car run on petrol; car occupancy = 1
© CWR, 2022 all rights reserved

(e.g. London to Hong Kong – 12 hrs)
Short-haul flight per year

1
= Tonnes CO2 

per passenger

0.2
Save

GHG EMISSIONS SAVED FROM REPLACING ONE LONG-HAUL WITH A MEDIUM-HAUL FLIGHT

Source: CWR, Guardian’s emissions calculator, flight-time calculator
Note: Short, medium & long-haul distances are within the specified ranges as per the atmosfair report 2018 
* Refers to return flight
** Assumes average passenger car run on petrol; car occupancy = 1
© CWR, 2022 all rights reserved

(e.g. Istanbul to Dubai – ~7 hrs)

Short-haul 
flight per year

1
(e.g. London to Hong Kong– 12 hrs)

Long-haul 
flight per year

1
Tonnes CO2 

per passenger

1.3
Save

=

GHG EMISSIONS CUT FROM FLYING ECONOMY INSTEAD OF BUSINESS

Source: CWR, BBC article – “Should we give up flying for the sake of the climate?” Feb 2020
* assumes International flights, to/from non-UK countries
© CWR, 2022 all rights reserved

Flying economy instead of business class can cut GHG emissions by 3x*

Cut
3x=

These three actions can help individuals save at least 1.5 tonnes of CO2 emissions. But the impact of collective action 
could be equivalent to the combined emissions of Singapore, Ethiopia and Honduras in 2015. Beyond these actions, there 
are many more ways to further cut flying emissions (see ‘6 ways you can do more’ in following pages).

1. Cut one short-haul flight (less than 800km) a year. This will save about 0.2 tonnes of CO2 per passenger.

3. Fly economy instead of business. This will cut CO2 emissions by each passenger by two thirds.

This will save around 1.3 tonnes of CO2 per passenger.
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With thousands of flights cancelled amid lockdowns and fewer people flying, aviation emissions have plunged 
during the COVID-19 pandemic. According to the Australia Institute, global civil aviation emissions in 2020 were 
down 352.7 MtCO2e from 2019 – comparable to the combined emissions of Spain and Andorra in 2015. In Australia 
alone, reduced flights by Qantas and Virgin were estimated to have cut the country’s aviation emissions by 56%.

Can reduced emissions be sustained? The International Air Travel Association (IATA) and airlines including Air 
France-KLM have called for relief from environmental taxes in Europe. There are also worries over the safeguard 
adjustment made for the 2021-2023 pilot phase of the Carbon Offsetting and Reduction Scheme for International 
Aviation (CORSIA). The emissions baseline above which airlines offset their emissions will now be calculated 
using only 2019 emissions, rather than the average emissions of 2019 and 2020. The adjustment will increase the 
baseline by around 30% and is likely to delay implementation of CORSIA carbon offsets by three to five years.

Source: The Australia Institute “Grounded- Civil aviation emissions reductions under COVID-19 in Australia and globally and the potential long-term 
impacts to emissions in the sector” (2020), Emissions Database for Global Atmospheric Research EU Commission, the Verge, IISD article, “CORSIA 
Baseline Adjustment in Response to COVID-19: A Blessing or a Curse?” Sep 2020

COVID-19 has shown the impacts of not flying

Together we can... 3 simple actions can cut up to 229 Mt of GHG emissions...

Some nations fly more than others and therefore can do more to cut flight 
emissions. According to the International Air Transport Association, of the 
4.1bn flight passengers in 2018, 18.6% of them were from the US and 
16.3% were from China. Together they account for more than a third of 
global passengers – clearly, they can do more.98

We estimate that willing individuals from the US and China who change 
the three habits would cut 229 million tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent, 
which is comparable to the combined GHG emissions of Singapore, 
Ethiopia and Honduras in 2015.15

Of course, greater savings could be achieved if more people changed 
their habits.

And, beyond the top flying countries, we must also watch out for those fast growing. Vietnam, India and Saudi Arabia are 
forecast to be the fastest-growing markets for air passengers between 2017 and 2040.99 But we focussed on how much 
the US and China can save as there is more research available on these countries.

Who fly the most? (2017)

Source: CWR, IATA 62nd Annual Report
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2. Switch one long-haul flight (about 5,500km) to a short-haul flight (about 1,400km) a year.
Cutting long-haul flights has more of an impact than reducing short-haul flights as longer flights are more resource 
intensive, especially when it comes to fuel. At the same time, long-haul flights are often on international routes beyond 
national GHG reduction commitments and get lost in the global tally.

The EIB estimated that 62% of US flyers and 89% of flyers in China were either willing to sacrifice holidays in distant 
locations for shorter trips or had already done so (see box on next page).100 Based on these estimates, 75 million 
Americans could save 51 MtCO2e by making the change and 147 million Chinese could save 103 MtCO2e.

Through this simple habit change, these people from US and China can together save 154.4 MtCO2e, comparable to 
the 2015 GHG emissions from Ethiopia.15

Seven out of ten* US 
flyers** cutting one 
domestic flight per 
year (e.g. JKF-MIA)

FLYERS FROM THE US & CHINA CAN SAVE ALL THE GHG EMISSIONS FROM SINGAPORE BY CUTTING ONE DOMESTIC 
FLIGHT PER YEAR

Source: CWR, Guardian estimate based on Atmosfair data, EIB Climate Survey, US Bureau of Transport statistics, USEPA greenhouse gas equivalencies 
calculator, various news sources, The Annie E. Casey Foundation Kids Count Data Center, Airlines for America report 2018, Worldometer population 
statistics, EDGAR emissions database
* For the proportion of US and China flyers willing to take action we referred to the EIB Climate Survey, which found that 69% of US flyers and 94% of China 
flyers are either flying less to combat climate change or intend to do so
** Adult American flyers from 2017 totalled 120.7mn and they fly around 3.6 times domestically every year, according to data calculated from KidsCount and 
Airlines for America’s 2018 report .The average US domestic short-haul flight distance is 1,485km, roughly the same distance as a 3-hr flight from JFK 
Airport to Miami Airport (1,754km). Taking this flight, which emits 301kg/capita of carbon as the mean, we can estimate that if seven out of ten US flyers cut 
one domestic flight per year, we could save 25.1MtCO2
*** For Chinese flyers, there were 523mn China domestic flyers in 2017 and due to a lack of data we assumed 30% of those are frequent flyers. The average 
China domestic flight distance was ~1,400km, roughly the same distance as a 2-hr flight from Shenzhen to Shanghai (1,240km). Taking this flight, which 
emits 208kg/capita of carbon as the mean, we can estimate that if China flyers cut one domestic flight per year, we could save 30.7MtCO2. 
© CWR, 2022 all rights reserved

55.8Mt
Save

Comparable to Singapore’s 2015 GHG emissions

25.1Mt
Save

30.7Mt
Save

Nine out of ten* China 
flyers*** cutting one 
domestic flight per 
year (e.g. SZX-PVG)

JKF airport

Miami airport

Shanghai
Pudong
airport

Shenzhen
Bao’an airport

1. Cut one domestic flight (about 1,400 km) a year
The European Investment Bank (EIB) found that 69% of US air passengers and 94% of those in China are either flying 
less or intend to fly less to combat climate change.100 Using this we estimate that if roughly seven in ten of the 121mn 
adult flyers from the US changed this habit (totalling around 83mn people), 25.1 MtCO2e can be saved. Similarly, if 
roughly nine in ten of the 157mn flyers from China did this (totalling around 141mn people), 30.7 MtCO2e can be saved. 
The combined savings in the US and China of almost 56 MtCO2e are equivalent to the GHG emissions of Singapore 
in 2015.15
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Our climate impact does not stop once we land at the airport but accumulates throughout our holiday or trip. Again, 
there is plenty we can do about it.

According to one study, global tourism emits 3.9-4.5 GtCO2e per year. This means tourism-related activities such 
as consumption goods and supply chains combined account for about 8% of global GHGs. Clearly this is a 
concern, especially as the tourism industry booms, but holidays are also a time for enjoyment and indulging so 
what can we do without spoiling the fun?

For one, the study recommends trips closer to home and supporting tourism companies that aim to operate 
sustainably.

Source: Lenzen, M. et al (2018) “The carbon footprint of global tourism” in Nature Climate Change

Not just about the flight... we need to talk about our holidays

3. Business class emits 3x more carbon so, fly economy instead
Business class takes up much more space and weight on a plane, according to the Aviation Environment Federation.101 

And then there is also the perks - silk pyjamas, face creams, indulgent food and drinks.102 Based on EIB findings that 
69% of American passengers and 94% of Chinese passengers are either flying less or intending to fly less,100 we 
assumed – in the absence of data – that those willing to do so would also switch from business to economy class.100 
Based on an Investopedia report, we estimated that 12% of passengers fly business class.103

FLYERS FROM US & CHINA CAN SAVE ALL GHG EMISSIONS FROM ETHIOPIA BY SWITCHING ONE LONG-HAUL HOLIDAY TO A 
SHORT-HAUL ONE PER YEAR

Source: CWR, Guardian estimate based on Atmosfair data, EIB Climate Survey, US BTS statistics, USEPA greenhouse gas equivalencies calculator, various 
news sources, The Annie E. Casey Foundation Kids Count Data Center, Airlines for America report 2018, Worldometer population statistics, EDGAR 
emissions database
* For the proportion of US and China flyers willing to take this action we referred to the EIB Climate Survey, which found that 62% of US flyers and 89%% of 
China flyers are either willing to sacrifice the holiday of their dreams for a shorter trip or have already done so
** Adult American flyers from 2017 totalled 120.7mn and they fly around 3.6 times domestically every year, according to data calculated from KidsCount and 
Airlines for America’s 2018 report. The average US short-haul domestic flight distance is 1,485km, roughly the same distance as a 3-hr flight from JFK 
Airport to Miami Airport (1,754km). The average US long haul international flight distance is 5,414km, roughly the same distance as a 7-hr flight from JFK 
Airport to London Heathrow Airport (5,541km).73,74 Given the per capita emissions of JFK-MIA and JFK-LHR (return) are 0.3kgCO2 and 0.9kgCO2 
respectively, we can estimate that if two out of three US flyers switched one long-haul holiday to short-haul per year we could save 51.3MtCO2. 
*** For Chinese flyers, there were 523mn China domestic flyers in 2017 and due to a lack of data, we assumed 30% of those are frequent flyers. The average 
China short-haul domestic flight distance was ~1,400km, roughly the same distance as a 2-hr flight from Shenzhen to Shanghai (1,240km). As there was no 
average international long-haul data for China, we took 5,414km (see above as the average). This is comparable to flying from Beijing to Moscow (5,780km), 
which takes 8 hrs. Given the per capita emissions of SZX-PVG and BEI-SVO (return) are 0.2kgCO2 and 0.9kg CO2 respectively, we can estimate that if all 
China flyers switched one long-haul holiday to short-haul per year we could save 103.1MtCO2. 
© CWR, 2022 all rights reserved

154.4Mt
Save

51.3Mt
Save

103.1Mt
Save

Comparable to Ethiopia’s 2015 GHG emissions

Six out of ten* US flyers** 
switching one long-haul holiday 
to a short-haul one per year

Nine out of ten* China flyers*** 
switching one long-haul holiday 
to a short-haul one per year
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Based on this estimate, we calculated that 10 million business-class passengers in the US could save almost 7 MtCO2e 
if they flew economy instead and that 18 million business passengers in China could save about 12 MtCO2e if they did 
likewise.

The combined actions by Americans and Chinese would save about 19 MtCO2e, equivalent to GHG emissions from 
Honduras in 2015.15

FLYERS FROM US & CHINA CAN HALVE ALL GHG EMISSIONS FROM HONDURAS BY FLYING ECONOMY INSTEAD OF BUSINESS

Source: CWR, Guardian estimate based on Atmosfair data, EIB Climate Survey, UK DBEIS statistics, USEPA greenhouse gas equivalencies calculator, 
various news sources, Investopedia, The Annie E. Casey Foundation Kids Count Data Center, Airlines for America report 2018, Investopedia, Worldometer 
population statistics, EDGAR emissions database
* For the proportion of US and China flyers willing to take action we referred to the EIB Climate Survey, which found that 69% of US flyers and 94% of China 
flyers are either flying less to combat climate change or intend to do so. Due to a lack of data, we had to assume that those willing to fly less would also 
make this switch
** Adult American flyers from 2017 totalled 120.7mn and they fly around 3.6 times domestically every year, according to data calculated from KidsCount and 
Airlines for America’s 2018 report. According to Investopedia, 12% of these flyers fly business and according to the UK DBEIS, the business class CO2 
multiplier is 1.8x.79 Given these and using a medium-haul flight (3,300km) as an average business class flight with CO2 emissions per capita of 850kg, we 
estimate that if 2/3 adult flyers from the US flew economy instead of business, we could save 14.4MtCO2e.
*** For Chinese flyers, there were 523mn China domestic flyers in 2017 and and due to a lack of data, we assumed 30% of those are frequent flyers. Using 
the same business class assumptions as those above for US flyers, we estimate that if all of the 157mn flyers from China US flew economy instead of 
business we could save 12.2MtCO2e.
© CWR, 2022 all rights reserved

19.1Mt
Save

Seven out of ten* 
US flyers** flying 
economy instead 
of business

Nine out of ten* 
China flyers*** 
flying economy 
instead of business

6.9Mt
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12.2Mt
Save

Comparable to half of Honduras’ 2015 GHG emissions
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6 ways you can do more...

1. Be there virtually instead

2. Take a train instead

3. Choose your airline carefully - Some airlines emit more than others

Applications like Zoom, Teams, Hangouts, Skype and FaceTime mean that conference calls with video for people on 
opposite sides of the planet are now clicks away at a fraction of the cost – if any. The use of such technology has 
exploded during the COVID-19 pandemic. According to one study, air travel by 6,741 participants at a single meeting of 
the American Association of Geographers in Seattle produced about 16,000 tonnes of carbon emissions, equivalent to 
3,397 passenger vehicles being driven on gasoline for an entire year.104, 105  Yet, virtual meetings have potential pitfalls (see 
‘Action 4’).

Flying is the fastest mode of transport over long distances, but rail is a viable option for shorter journeys. It has been 
estimated that every passenger emits 96.5 kg of CO2 flying 380km from London to Amsterdam but only 2.3 kg by taking 
the Eurostar.106 Although the rail journey is two hours longer than the flight, trains save time as they are not encumbered 
by airport security. Air travel also emits more than cars. Each person traveling from London to Amsterdam in a gasoline- 
engine vehicle with a driver and three passengers emits an estimated 16.3 kg – one sixth of the amount emitted by air 
travel (for more on trade-offs between driving and taking the train, see ‘Action 1’).

In some cases, trains are faster than planes. China, for example, is prototyping a maglev train that can reach up to 600 
km/h – three and a half hours between Beijing and Shanghai compared with about four and a half hours by plane, including 
time to prepare for the journey.107

Airline choice can be based on factors like price, comfort, convenience and loyalty programmes. Atmosfair’s Airline Index, 
which ranks 125 global airlines by carbon efficiency, allows climate change to be taken into account.108

Hong Kong-Singapore flight
Among the three main carriers flying from Hong Kong 
to Singapore, Hong Kong Airlines leads with around 66 
efficiency points followed by Cathay Pacific (62 points) and 
Singapore Airlines (57 points). But all three lag TUI Airways 
with 79 points.

London-New York flight
For the five main airlines flying from London to New York, 
Delta fares best with almost 62 efficiency points and Virgin 
Atlantic is worst at 51 points. Again, the major carriers are 
far behind TUI Airways with 79 points.

Source: CWR, Guardian estimate based on Atmosfair data, EIB Climate Survey, US Bureau of Transport statistics, USEPA greenhouse gas equivalencies 
calculator, various news sources, The Annie E. Casey Foundation Kids Count Data Center, Airlines for America report 2018, Worldometer population 
statistics, EDGAR emissions database
* For the proportion of US and China flyers willing to take action we referred to the EIB Climate Survey, which found that 69% of US flyers and 94% of China 
flyers are either flying less to combat climate change or intend to do so
** Adult American flyers from 2017 totalled 120.7mn and they fly around 3.6 times domestically every year, according to data calculated from KidsCount and 
Airlines for America’s 2018 report .The average US domestic short-haul flight distance is 1,485km, roughly the same distance as a 3-hr flight from JFK 
Airport to Miami Airport (1,754km). Taking this flight, which emits 301kg/capita of carbon as the mean, we can estimate that if seven out of ten US flyers cut 
one domestic flight per year, we could save 25.1MtCO2
*** For Chinese flyers, there were 523mn China domestic flyers in 2017 and due to a lack of data we assumed 30% of those are frequent flyers. The average 
China domestic flight distance was ~1,400km, roughly the same distance as a 2-hr flight from Shenzhen to Shanghai (1,240km). Taking this flight, which 
emits 208kg/capita of carbon as the mean, we can estimate that if China flyers cut one domestic flight per year, we could save 30.7MtCO2. 
© CWR, 2022 all rights reserved

Comparing most efficient airline with 3 major carriers 
flying short-haul HK to Singapore route
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Source: CWR, atmosfair Airline Index 2018 

79.3

66.2

61.8

56.5

Source: CWR, Guardian estimate based on Atmosfair data, EIB Climate Survey, US Bureau of Transport statistics, USEPA greenhouse gas equivalencies 
calculator, various news sources, The Annie E. Casey Foundation Kids Count Data Center, Airlines for America report 2018, Worldometer population 
statistics, EDGAR emissions database
* For the proportion of US and China flyers willing to take action we referred to the EIB Climate Survey, which found that 69% of US flyers and 94% of China 
flyers are either flying less to combat climate change or intend to do so
** Adult American flyers from 2017 totalled 120.7mn and they fly around 3.6 times domestically every year, according to data calculated from KidsCount and 
Airlines for America’s 2018 report .The average US domestic short-haul flight distance is 1,485km, roughly the same distance as a 3-hr flight from JFK 
Airport to Miami Airport (1,754km). Taking this flight, which emits 301kg/capita of carbon as the mean, we can estimate that if seven out of ten US flyers cut 
one domestic flight per year, we could save 25.1MtCO2
*** For Chinese flyers, there were 523mn China domestic flyers in 2017 and due to a lack of data we assumed 30% of those are frequent flyers. The average 
China domestic flight distance was ~1,400km, roughly the same distance as a 2-hr flight from Shenzhen to Shanghai (1,240km). Taking this flight, which 
emits 208kg/capita of carbon as the mean, we can estimate that if China flyers cut one domestic flight per year, we could save 30.7MtCO2. 
© CWR, 2022 all rights reserved

Comparing most efficient airline with 5 major carriers 
flying long-haul London to New York route
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4. Carbon offset your flight, but beware offsetting methods are opaque
‘Offsetting’ is the idea that you can “compensate” for the carbon emissions of your flight by funding mitigation projects, 
such as renewable energy expansions. You can either choose projects yourself, or you can also pay extra to some airlines 
which will then forward it on to the project.

However, there are several caveats to this. For one, some criticise offsetting as it gives companies a license to emit. 
What’s more, offsetting is often priced too low.

Let’s take a look at Cathay Pacific’s carbon offsetting – it only costs USD4.10 to offset a roundtrip flight from Hong Kong 
to London in economy class.109 You cannot even buy a Starbucks Grande Latte in Hong Kong with this amount! How is 
USD4.10 going to suck out 1.66t of CO2 of flight emissions (Cathay Pacific-specific)? By the way, 1.66t CO2 is equivalent 
to driving an average passenger vehicle car on petrol for 6,629km.105 In comparison, the cost to offset the same flight with 
British Airways is much higher at USD11.8.110

5. Flying direct helps as more stops = more carbon

6. Pack light

Taking off is the most fuel-consuming stage of air travel so flights with multiple stops consume much more fuel than direct 
flights.111 Flying from New York to Las Vegas, for example, each person emits 0.5 tonnes whereas flying via Dallas emits 
40% more at 0.7 tonnes.112 Direct flights are not only faster but are sometimes cheaper.

The lighter the luggage the better. The weight of luggage (both checked and carry-on) adds to the amount of fuel being 
burned.101 Think before you pack.

Source: CWR, Guardian estimate based on Atmosfair data, EIB Climate Survey, US BTS statistics, USEPA greenhouse gas equivalencies calculator, various 
news sources, The Annie E. Casey Foundation Kids Count Data Center, Airlines for America report 2018, Worldometer population statistics, EDGAR 
emissions database
* For the proportion of US and China flyers willing to take this action we referred to the EIB Climate Survey, which found that 62% of US flyers and 89%% of 
China flyers are either willing to sacrifice the holiday of their dreams for a shorter trip or have already done so
** Adult American flyers from 2017 totalled 120.7mn and they fly around 3.6 times domestically every year, according to data calculated from KidsCount and 
Airlines for America’s 2018 report. The average US short-haul domestic flight distance is 1,485km, roughly the same distance as a 3-hr flight from JFK 
Airport to Miami Airport (1,754km). The average US long haul international flight distance is 5,414km, roughly the same distance as a 7-hr flight from JFK 
Airport to London Heathrow Airport (5,541km).73,74 Given the per capita emissions of JFK-MIA and JFK-LHR (return) are 0.3kgCO2 and 0.9kgCO2 
respectively, we can estimate that if two out of three US flyers switched one long-haul holiday to short-haul per year we could save 51.3MtCO2. 
*** For Chinese flyers, there were 523mn China domestic flyers in 2017 and due to a lack of data, we assumed 30% of those are frequent flyers. The average 
China short-haul domestic flight distance was ~1,400km, roughly the same distance as a 2-hr flight from Shenzhen to Shanghai (1,240km). As there was no 
average international long-haul data for China, we took 5,414km (see above as the average). This is comparable to flying from Beijing to Moscow (5,780km), 
which takes 8 hrs. Given the per capita emissions of SZX-PVG and BEI-SVO (return) are 0.2kgCO2 and 0.9kg CO2 respectively, we can estimate that if all 
China flyers switched one long-haul holiday to short-haul per year we could save 103.1MtCO2. 
© CWR, 2022 all rights reserved

Offsetting a flight 
from HK to London* Per Passenger

VS

CARBON OFFSETTING A FLIGHT WITH CATHAY PACIFIC VS BRITISH AIRWAYS

Source: CWR, Cathay Pacific website, British Airways website * assumes economy class flight 
© CWR, 2022 all rights reserved

= USD4.1
Per Passenger
USD11.8

Source: CWR, Guardian estimate based on Atmosfair data, EIB Climate Survey, UK DBEIS statistics, USEPA greenhouse gas equivalencies calculator, 
various news sources, Investopedia, The Annie E. Casey Foundation Kids Count Data Center, Airlines for America report 2018, Investopedia, Worldometer 
population statistics, EDGAR emissions database
* For the proportion of US and China flyers willing to take action we referred to the EIB Climate Survey, which found that 69% of US flyers and 94% of China 
flyers are either flying less to combat climate change or intend to do so. Due to a lack of data, we had to assume that those willing to fly less would also 
make this switch
** Adult American flyers from 2017 totalled 120.7mn and they fly around 3.6 times domestically every year, according to data calculated from KidsCount and 
Airlines for America’s 2018 report. According to Investopedia, 12% of these flyers fly business and according to the UK DBEIS, the business class CO2 
multiplier is 1.8x.79 Given these and using a medium-haul flight (3,300km) as an average business class flight with CO2 emissions per capita of 850kg, we 
estimate that if 2/3 adult flyers from the US flew economy instead of business, we could save 14.4MtCO2e.
*** For Chinese flyers, there were 523mn China domestic flyers in 2017 and and due to a lack of data, we assumed 30% of those are frequent flyers. Using 
the same business class assumptions as those above for US flyers, we estimate that if all of the 157mn flyers from China US flew economy instead of 
business we could save 12.2MtCO2e.
© CWR, 2022 all rights reserved

FLYERS CAN SAVE 200KG OF GHG EMISSIONS BY FLYING DIRECT FROM NEW YORK TO VEGAS

Source: CWR, Debbage, K. G., & Debbage, N. (2019). Aviation carbon emissions, route choice and tourist destinations: Are non-stop routes a remedy? 
Annals of Tourism Research, 79, 102765. doi:10.1016/j.annals.2019.102765 
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Direct flight from
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Indirect flight from
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via Dallas
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